Wentzel
Rader

Higgin
Hemmestvedt

Freije

Dahl

Carlson

Weckwerth
Carlson

Carlson and Carlson is what the outfit might be
called. Ray gave Roy a run for his money when it
came to their position.

plays failed that went around his end. H e always
had some trick up his sleeve. Morrie’s going to
town next year.

Roy Carlson made many a hole in the opponents’ line for some secondary t o drive through. Roy
had a power of distinguishing the enemy’s plays before they were pulled.

Harris showed high ability in driving and speed.
Lloyal’s going to be in there fighting next year. H e
aided a lot in defeating the enemy this year.

Hegreberg was one of those fast and shifty

ends. W h e n Phil went down for a pass it was bound
t o be caught. Phil was one of the team’s lightest
men but he was a bear-cat when it came to football.

Hemmestvedt played for all he had when he
got a chance against the enemy. T r u m m y was a
clean fighter and a great sport. H e is connected
closely with Aggie victories.

Dahl was a powerful and steady end. Not many

Radway never gave up. W h e n Rich came into
the line-up, the opponents knew they would have t o
buck up. Rich was hurt badly during the season but
played a lot anyhow.
Rader jokes a lot, but when he plays football
there’s n o joking about it. Tschaikowsky came here
as a Senior and proved his seniority in football.
Weckwerth aided the team in its march to con-

ference victory. W e c k managed his job a s manager
really well.

The Players in Action
Hegreberg

Wentzel

Evans

Hodgson

Freije

Widseth

Dahl
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